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9 Cir.,.
Hearings before the Subcommittee on the National War Agencies Appropriation Bill for 1945, Part II, 608—726; Final
Report, Japanese Evacuation from the West Coast, 1942, 309—327; Hearings before the Committee on Immigration
and Naturalization, House of Representatives, 78th Cong., 2d Sess., on H.R. 2701 and other bills to expatriate certain
nationals of the United States, pp. 37—42, 49—58.
7 Fed.Reg. 1407.
7 Fed.Reg. 2320.
56 Stat. 173, 18 U.S.C.A. s 97a.
7 Fed.Reg. 2601.
The italics in the quotation are mine. The use of the word ‘voluntarily’ exhibits a grim irony probably not lost on petitioner
and others in like case. Either so, or its use was a disingenuous attempt to camouflage the compulsion which was to
be applied.
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7 Fed.Reg. 3967.
7 Fed.Reg. 2165.
My agreement would depend on the definition and application of the terms ‘temporary’ and ‘emergency’. No
pronouncement of the commanding officer can, in my view, preclude judicial inquiry and determination whether an
emergency ever existed and whether, if so, it remained, at the date of the restraint out of which the litigation arose. Cf.
Chastleton Corporation v. Sinclair, 264 U.S. 543, 44 S.Ct. 405, 68 L.Ed. 841.
Final Report, Japanese Evacuation from the West Coast, 1942, by Lt.Gen. J. L. De Witt. This report is dated June 5,
1943, but was not made public until January, 1944.
Further evidence of the Commanding General's attitude toward individuals of Japanese ancestry is revealed in his
voluntary testimony on April 13, 1943, in San Francisco before the House Naval Affairs Subcommittee to Investigate
Congested Areas, Part 3, pp. 739—40 (78th Cong., 1st Sess.):
I don't want any of them (persons of Japanese ancestry) here. They are a dangerous element. There is no way to
determine their loyalty. The west coast contains too many vital installations essential to the defense of the country to
allow any Japanese on this coast. * * * The danger of the Japanese was, and is now—if they are permitted to come back
—espionage and sabotage. It makes no difference whether he is an American citizen, he is still a Japanese. American
citizenship does not necessarily determine loyalty. * * * But we must worry about the Japanese all the time until he is
wiped off the map. Sabotage and espionage will make problems as long as he is allowed in this area. * * *‘
The Final Report, p. 9, casts a cloud of suspicion over the entire group by saying that “while it was believed that some
were loyal, it was known that many were not.” (Italics added.)
Final Report, p. vii; see also pp. 9, 17. To the extent that assimilation is a problem, it is largely the result of certain social
customs and laws of the American general public. Studies demonstrate that persons of Japanese descent are readily
susceptible to integration in our society if given the opportunity. Strong, The Second-Generation Japanese Problem
(1934); Smith, Americans in Process (1937); Mears, Resident Orientals on the American Pacific Coast (1928); Millis, The
Japanese Problem in the United States (1942). The failure to accomplish an ideal status of assimilation, therefore, cannot
be charged to the refusal of these persons to become Americanized or to their loyalty to Japan. And the retention by some
persons of certain customs and religious practices of their ancestors is no criterion of their loyalty to the United States.
Final Report, pp. 10—11. No sinister correlation between the emperor worshipping activities and disloyalty to America
was shown.
Final Report, p. 22. The charge of ‘dual citizenship’ springs from a misunderstanding of the simple fact that Japan in the
past used the doctrine of jus sanguinis, as she had a right to do under international law, and claimed as her citizens all
persons born of Japanese nationals wherever located. Japan has greatly modified this doctrine, however, by allowing all
Japanese born in the United States to renounce any claim of dual citizenship and by releasing her claim as to all born
in the United States after 1925. See Freeman, “Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus; Genealogy, Evacuation, and Law,” 28
Cornell L.Q. 414, 447—8, and authorities there cited; McWilliams, Prejudice, 123—4 (1944).
Final Report, pp. 12. We have had various foreign language schools in this country for generations without considering
their existence as ground for racial discrimination. No subversive activities or teachings have been shown in connection
with the Japanese schools. McWilliams, Prejudice, 121—3 (1944).
Final Report, pp. 13. Such persons constitute a very small part of the entire group and most of them belong to the Kibei
movement—the actions and membership of which are well known to our Government agents.
Final Report, p. 10 see also pp. vii, 9, 15—17. This insinuation, based purely upon speculation and circumstantial
evidence, completely overlooks the fact that the main geographic pattern of Japanese population was fixed many years
ago with reference to economic, social and soil conditions. Limited occupational outlets and social pressures encouraged
their concentration near their initial points of entry on the Pacific Coast. That these points may now be near certain
strategic military and industrial areas is no proof of a diabolical purpose on the part of Japanese Americans. See
McWilliams, Prejudice, 119—121 (1944); House Report No. 2124 (77th Cong., 2d Sess.), 59—93.
Final Report, pp. 8. This dangerous doctrine of protective custody, as proved by recent European history, should have
absolutely no standing as an excuse for the deprivation of the rights of minority groups. See House Report No. 1911 (77th
Cong., 2d Sess.) 1—2. Cf. House Report No. 2124 (77th Cong., 2d Sess.) 145—7. In this instance, moreover, there are
only two minor instances of violence on record involving persons of Japanese ancestry. McWilliams, What About Our
Japanese-Americans? Public Affairs Pamphlets, No. 91, p. 8 (1944).
Final Report, p. 18. One of these incidents (the reputed dropping of incendiary bombs on an Oregon forest) occurred
on Sept. 9, 1942—a considerable time after the Japanese American had been evacuated from their home and placed in
Assembly Centers. See New York Times, Sept. 15, 1942, p. 1, col. 3.
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Special interest groups were extremely active in applying pressure for mass evacuation. See House Report No. 2124
(77th Cong., 2d Sess.) 154—6; McWilliams, Prejudice, 126—8 (1944). Mr. Austin E. Anson, managing secretary of the
Salinas Vegetable Grower-Shipper Association, has frankly admitted that “We're charged with wanting to get rid of the
Japs for selfish reasons. We do. It's a question of whether the white man lives on the Pacific Coast or the brown men.
They came into this valley to work, and they stayed to take over. * * * They undersell the white man in the markets. * * *
They work their women and children while the white farmer has to pay wages for his help,. If all the Japs were removed
tomorrow, we'd never miss them in two weeks, because the white farmers can take over and produce everything the Jap
grows. And we don't want them back when the war ends, either.” Quoted by Taylor in his article ‘The People Nobody
Wants,’ 214 Sat. Eve. Post 24, 66 (May 9, 1942).
See notes 4—12, supra.
Final Report, p. vii; see also p. 18.
The Final Report, p. 34, makes the amazing statement that as of February 14, 1942, “The very fact that no sabotage has
taken place to date is a disturbing and confirming indication that such action will be taken.” Apparently, in the minds of
the military leaders, there was no way that the Japanese Americans could escape the suspicion of sabotage.
During a period of six months, the 112 alien tribunals or hearing boards set up by the British Government shortly after
the outbreak of the present war summoned and examined approximately 74,000 German and Austrian aliens. These
tribunals determined whether each individual enemy alien was a real enemy of the Allies or only a ‘friendly enemy.’
About 64,000 were freed from internment and from any special restrictions, and only 2,000 were interned. Kempner,
“The Enemy Alien Problem in the Present War,” 34 Amer. Journ. of Int. Law 443, 444—46; House Report No. 2124 (77th
Cong., 2d Sess.), 280—1.
Nature of the Judicial Process, p. 51.
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